
 

 

Year group: Nursery                 Date:26.6.2020 

  Challenge 1 Challenge 2 Challenge 3 
English  

Have a look at the Oxford 
Owls website. 
 
Username– reg1 
Password– nursery 
 
You will need to click on  
‘My class login’  
 
Once logged in, explore 
some of the younger books. 
You can read them with an 
adult or you can look at the 
pictures and talk about 
what is happening. 
 
Can you spot any sounds you 
know? 
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Maths Can you go on a minibeast 
hunt outside and count how 
many different minibeasts 
you can find? 

 

Make a tally by drawing a 
line every time you find a 
new minibeast. 

Count your lines. How many 
have you got? 

Look at the number bonds 
to 8 bees counting below. 
 
Can you count all of the 
bees on each side to find 
out which number make 8? 
 
Use the vocabulary ‘total’ 
 
Can you try to write the 
number of bees that you 
count on each side? 
 

Look at the number bonds 
to 10 bees counting below. 
 
Can you count all of the 
bees on each side to find 
out which numbers make 
10? 
 
Use the vocabulary ‘total’ 
 
Can you be super clever and 
write some of them out as a 
number sentence? 
Eg. 2+8=10 

Phonics See separate phonic overview sheet attached   

Other PE 

Can you explore moving like 
different minibeasts? 

How would a spider move? 

How would a worm move? 

Try to use all of your 
different body parts. 

 

Now can you practise 
hopping, skipping, jumping 
and rolling in different 
ways? 

Put your hand on your 
chest. What do you notice 
about your heart? 
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Please find todays learning tasks below. 

The table below explains the tasks and you will find the resources underneath. 

DO NOT PRINT THE PAGES, use your homework book for writing,  drawing and recording 
activities detailed below. 





Challenge 2– Number bonds to 8 



Challenge 3– Number bonds to 10 


